1. Good job, power point cover to much, need more video the web site where very helpful.

2. He was a good professor but when you answer him a question @ H.W. or work he sometimes responses with smart remarks. He didn’t use the book that we had to purchase so he should not make students buy them. I think if he didn’t have the powerpoints provided to him it would be a better course when he would have to break it down to the students. Also doing 6 to 7 chapters on a test is way to much.

3. I sincerely did enjoy the topic of the class but was a lil taken back by the sterness of the instructor. He just seemed to forget that we were all adults in the class. Other than that he should a thorough handle of the information.

4. I just think that it was hard for me to be comfortable talking to him I was not sure (mean). I think that he could gave us a study guide more homework to help our grade.